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TODAY’S OUTCOMES

• Identify common financial planning topics or themes that are 

particularly distressful for clients.

• Understand the difference between self-reported financially 

stressful financial topics and those that are physiologically 

verifiable.

• Identify the way client arousal and anxiety interact in the 

financial planning process. 

• Understand the ethical implications associated with 

incorporating stress management into a life planning practice.



WHAT IS THIS LAB …?

• Research conducted in the Lab is focused on the 

interaction of financial planner and client attitudes, 

behaviors, and physiological well-being. 

The Lab is the nation’s 

only applied clinical 

facility designed to 

obtain evidence about 

the effectiveness of the 

financial planning process



WHY DO CLIENTS ACT SO 
STRANGELY?

• Today, we’ll look at what prompts some individuals to take 

future financial planning action. 

• In order to address this issue, we’ll look at the ways 

financial anxiety and physiological 

arousal are related to the likelihood and intention of 

engaging in financial planning.
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CFP TOPICS

• Client and planner attitudes, values, biases and behavioral 

finance         

• Describe how behavioral psychology, such as a client’s comfort zone, 

impacts a client’s objectives, goals, understanding, decision making 

and actions.

• Principles of communication and counseling

• Explain the applications of counseling theory to financial planning 

practice.

• Demonstrate how a planner can develop a relationship of honesty 

and trust in client interaction.

• Select appropriate counseling and communication techniques for use 

with individual clients.
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WHAT IS AROUSAL?

• Within the physiological and psychological fields, the term 

arousal is often used interchangeably with intensity 

and activation. Arousal refers to a person’s physiological 

preparation for overt behavior.
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE ANXIOUS?

• Financial anxiety is a psychosocial syndrome that 

results in someone having an unhealthy attitude 

toward thinking about, engaging with, or 

administering their personal financial situation in an 

effective manner.

• Approximately 20% to 25% of the population report 

a great deal of anxiousness. 

• Those in the highest anxiety category defined as chronically 

stressed; this means their stress situation is ongoing, 

unresolved, long-lasting, and illness inducing.
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ELMER GREEN (1970) 
MENIGER’S CLINIC IN TOPEKA, KS

“Every change in the physiological state is 

accompanied by an appropriate change in the 

mental-emotional state, conscious or 

unconscious, and conversely every change in 

the mental-emotional state, conscious or 

unconscious, is accompanied by an 

appropriate change in the physiological state.”



AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (ANS) 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESS
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• The brain stem administers initial information. 

• People experience this type of stress reaction whenever 

they are surprised or caught off guard. 

• Information is then forwarded to the limbic system. 

• If a person perceives the stressor as a threat, the limbic 

system is engaged so that the body is prepared to exert 

excess energy. 

• The brain will flood the body with chemical instructions 

that cause a person’s internal glands and organs to increase 

heart rate and breathing. 

• These chemicals also cause the over production of sweat, 

as well as reducing peripheral blood flow, which, in turn, 

reduces skin temperature. 

• If, on the other hand, a stressor produces little arousal or 

is perceived a non-threatening, then other stress responses 

come into play. 

Fear response and the amygdala.mp4


IS STRESS ALWAYS A BAD THING?

• Maybe stress and arousal is not always a bad thing 

… you know, eustress …

• Planning outcomes may be associated with the 

dual concepts of financial anxiety and physiological 

arousal.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHYSIOLOGICAL 
AROUSAL AND PERFORMANCE.
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OUTCOMES ASSOCIATED WITH 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AROUSAL
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WHAT WE DO IN THE LAB

• A Bio-Infinity® physiological assessment 

• peripheral skin temperature, skin conductance, and 

heart rate variability

• EEG brain waves 
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“NORMAL” RANGES

• Skin Temperature – 92 degrees

• Skin Conductance (sweat) – < 1 

microhon

• Heart Rate – 80 beats per minutes



ARE CLIENTS ABLE TO ASSESS 
THEIR STRESS?

1/3 Less 
Stressed 

Than They 
Thought

1/3 More Stressed 
Than They Thought

1/3 
Accurate



STUDY #1
THE NARRATOR EFFECT



PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

 Randomized experimental study was designed to compare 

risk-profile scores of those who completed: 

1. a pen-and-paper risk-tolerance assessment instrument (i.e., the 

control group) 

2. listened to the same questions being asked by a female 

narrator 

3. listened to the same questions being asked by a male narrator

 Are you and your staff acting as stressors?

 Can you alter the way your client responds to an 

assessment?



ARE YOU A NARRATOR?

• Voice narration refers to a voice of 

authority that is used to sell, promote, or 

describe a product or idea in an effort to 

solicit a consumer response.

• Here are a few examples …

• Are you and your staff narrators?



WHAT IS GOING ON? PITCH 
MATTERS

 Female voices have an advantage over men’s 

voices in being able to portray urgency

◦ A woman’s voice has a higher pitch and pitch range

◦ Men tend to remain constant in their pitch while 

talking

 Male narration is typically associated with qualitative factors 

such as strength, dependability, and authority

 Women’s voices tend to be associated with childhood and 

nurturing. 
◦ A client’s perception or judgment of a scenario can be influenced, in part, by the 

sex of the narrator.



WHAT EXPLAINS THIS EFFECT?
 The role of female and male narration has been explored 

as a biological preference. 

◦ Women prefer masculine men’s voices. 

◦ Men prefer feminine women’s voices.

◦ These preferences appear to be a response to “reflect 

adaptations that identify high-quality (e.g., healthy) 

mates” (Jones et al., 2010).  

 An opposite-sex bias. 

 The preference for a low pitched male voice among 

women, but not men, may be indicative of the desire 

among women to identify a strong mate. 

 For men, a high pitched female voice may suggest a 

reproductive female that has potential as a mate. 



AN INTERACTION IN THE STUDY

 Females and males were affected differently by the type of narration 

used in the experiment. 

 When controlling for financial knowledge, women reported higher
risk scores when responding to male narrated questioning. 

 Men reported higher risk scores than women. 

◦ Women’s scores, when compared to those with male narration, are estimated to be 

lower. 

◦ Men in the control group displayed the lowest estimated tolerances for risk. 

◦ Women in the control group were also predicted to have a relatively low risk 

tolerance, but higher than that for men. 

◦ Overall, the model explained 19.50% (Adjusted R-squared) of variance in risk-

tolerance scores. Financial knowledge alone explained 12.60% of the variability in 

tolerance for risk.
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WHAT WE FOUND …



DISCUSSION

• Female and male clients are being aroused 

differently during the financial planning 

process!

• If you asked me …

• Use a paper & pencil approach to assess 

risk attitudes.

• If you ask the questions you are imbedding 

arousal elements that will sway your 

client’s responses.



STUDY #2
TO TV OR NOT TO TV



DOES THIS LOOK FAMILIAR

FINANCIAL 
PLANNER’S OFFICE DOES THE TV CAUSE

• Arousal Among 

Clients?

• Stress?



THE FINDINGS

Positive 

News

Negative 

News

Creates a Peak 

Level of Stress

Associated 

with Arousal



DISCUSSION

• Financial news creates anxiety (REMEMBER THIS FOR 

LATER).

• Good news creates MORE anxiety.

• Positive news makes people want to “do 

something.”

• If you asked me …

• I would not show financial news in your waiting 

room.

• If you do you are imbedding anxiety elements that 

could influence your clients negatively.



STUDY #3
IS YOUR STAFF CREATING CLIENT STRESS?



WHEN ARE YOU 
STRESSED?
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PLANNER TRANSFERENCE (WHY 
THIS MATTERS)

• It appears that a stressed financial planner transfers stress 

to clients.

• In nearly all cases, the planner’s stress level decreased 

during the session.

• In cases where the planner’s stress increased, so did 

the client’s stress.

Advisor Stressed Client Stressed



DISCUSSION

• There appears to be transference from planner to 

client

• Is this transference creating arousal or distress?

• Initial indications suggest distress and anxiety!

• If you asked me …

• I would limit client interactions to the middle of 

the day.

• I would train staff in stress reduction exercises.



STUDY #4
BRINGING AROUSAL AND ANXIETY TOGETHER



WOULD THEY COME BACK?

• Experiment

• Recruited prospective clients to a financial 

planning/counseling center.

• Participants went through the client data intake 

process.

• Interviewed with a financial planner.

• Measured physiological response throughout 

process.
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CATEGORIZATION OF PARTICIPANTS

• After data were collected, we categorized prospective 

clients:
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WHO WOULD COME BACK FOR 
MORE?

AROUSED 
PARTICIPANTS?

ANXIOUS 
PARTICIPANTS?



BEING AROUSED IS THE KEY
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FINANCIAL PLANNING 
TAKEAWAYS

• The intention to engage in future financial planning 

appears to be linked with financial anxiety and 

physiological arousal. 

• Short-term arousal may help focus attention and 

promote action. 

• It is not, however, arousal alone that matters. 

• It is the interrelationship with financial 

anxiety—or longer term financial stress—that 

appears to shape planning intention. 
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FINANCIAL PLANNING 
TAKEAWAYS

• Individuals who are experiencing high levels of 

financial anxiety, with little corresponding 

physiological arousal, tend to be apathetic in relation 

to financial planning behavior. 

• Need to reduce anxiety while arousing interest 

in the financial planning process.
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PLANNING TAKEAWAYS

• Those with the highest intention to plan are not 

experiencing long-term crippling financial stress. 

• They are more relaxed and at peace with their financial 

situation. 

• It does appear that it takes some physiological arousal to 

prompt these otherwise less worried individuals to focus 

on their financial situation. 

• Once aroused, they are the most likely to want to engage 

in future planning. 
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PRACTICE IMPLICATIONS

• Highly financial anxious individuals may be the most difficult 

to move towards planning and implementation activities. 

• Financial therapy and/or life planning may be the 

intervention technique best suited to address anxiety and 

arousal issues.

• The cleanest path towards generating an intention to plan is 

related to helping prospective clients reduce financial anxiety. 

• Once financial anxiety has been reduced, it may be 

necessary to induce some physiological arousal related to 

financial planning in order to promote planning intention. 
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STUDY #5
PHYSIOLOGICAL AROUSAL DURING COUPLE 

FINANCIAL DISCUSSIONS AS A PRECURSOR TO 

SEEKING FINANCIAL PLANNING HELP



THE PROBLEM WITH MOST 
STUDIES …



A TALE OF TWO COUPLES
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WHAT DRIVES COUPLES TO SEEK HELP 
AND IMPLEMENT 
RECOMMENDATIONS?
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AROUSAL LEADS TO PLANNING 
INTENTION
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WHICH COUPLE IS ‘AROUSED’?

COUPLE ONE COUPLE TWO



THE BEST WAY TO CREATE 
AROUSAL

• The magic questions:

• “What has this experience been like for you 

individually?”

• “What has this experience been like for you as a 

couple?”

• “What have you learned?”



OTHER WAYS TO CREATE 
AROUSAL

• Physiological arousal can be created simply by helping a 

client focus their thinking on the following issues:

• The client’s level of financial knowledge and experience;

• The client’s level of financial satisfaction;

• The client’s financial risk tolerance;

• The client’s short-, intermediate-, and long-term financial 

goals; and

• The client’s life and legacy dreams.
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TODAY’S OUTCOMES REVISITED

• Identify common financial life planning topics or 

themes that are particularly distressful for clients.

• Understand the difference between self-reported 

financially stressful financial topics and those that are 

physiologically verifiable.

• Identify the way client arousal and anxiety interact in 

the financial planning process. 

• Understand the ethical implications associated with 

incorporating stress management into a life planning 

practice.
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Questions?
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